CUSTOM MADE SOLUTIONS FOR INDUSTRY
- equipment for industrial applications -

- Aquafelix manufactures tailor made equipment and machinery according to the customers needs. We serve a wide range of industries including food, beverage, chemical & pharmaceutical productions or power generation.

- We work with computerized design methods enabling a fast and reliable realisation of the projects and also an ease of communication with customers.

- We manufacture vertical or horizontal vessels, tanks, reactors for various chemical or physical processes, suitable for atmospheric or high pressure conditions, vacuum or heat applications. Manufacture material usually adopts carbon or stainless steel, aluminium or other metals.

- We apply high quality welding methods with roll or position fitting for the production of pre-assembled piping spools, skids or manifolds.

- Our machinery park includes all necessary modern production techniques such as CNC controlled plasma cutter, milling machines, press brake; T drill machine; Guillotine shear; roll plate bending machine and all various welding equipment.

- Our process control and other automation methods enable end-users to maximize the productivity of their equipment. Basic or fully automated controls are available depending on customer requirements. Panels for energy and control are manufactured by our qualified staff and meet the common international standards for electricity, safety and cable routing.

- We regularly cooperate with Third Party Inspection Agencies ensuring total adherence to required quality standards.